
“…the mob mentality and re�exive 
racism of people on social media…”
The Globe and Mail

“…a fascinating and heartbreaking 
piece of cinema…” 
Way Too Indie

“…a tribute to the human spirit…” 
Toronto Film Scene

“The search may have been for 
Tripathi, the movie suggests, 
but it may be we who are lost.” 
The Daily Beast
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FILM TITLE
Help Us Find Sunil Tripathi

LOG LINE
A web of hope.  A web of lies.  The exclusive story of 
a family’s search for truth and their tragic collision with 
cyber vigilantes and the journalists who believed them.

CONTACT INFO
One Production Place
1945 Colland Drive, NW
Atlanta, Georgia 30318
OneProductionPlace.com

Film Site
HelpUsFindSunilTripathi.com

Neal Bro�man — Director
T: 404-451-2462
neal@oneproductionplace.com

Elisa Gambino - Executive Producer
T: 404-452-3500
elisa@oneproductionplace.com

TECHNICAL INFO
TRT
75 Minutes

Exhibition Formats
DCP, BluRay, File

Shooting Format
HD 
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SYNOPSIS SHORT
A fragile and depressed university student disappears from his apartment on a cold winter's night. Four weeks later his 
name and photo explode across social media and into the mainstream media as 'Suspect #2' in the Boston Marathon 
bombings. The search for truth derails with tragic consequences as collective fear and suspicion rain down upon a 
vulnerable family. Exclusive access and never released footage reveal the enduring love of a family in crisis.

SYNOPSIS LONG
In the early hours of March 16, 2013 Sunil Tripathi, a Brown University philosophy student in a desperate battle with 
depression, walked out of his apartment and disappeared into the cold darkness of a Providence winter's night. He left 
behind his keys, his wallet, and his cell phone.

Sunil’s family immediately headed to Providence and began what would evolve into a highly organized search for 
Sunil. They were assisted by the Brown University Police Department, the Providence Police Department, the FBI, many 
friends, extended family and complete strangers. The social media campaign they launched quickly reached across 
the United States. The family appeared on local Providence news stations as the family reached out for help. Sunil’s 
image was on flyers, posters and billboards. 

Four weeks later on April 15, 2013 the Boston Marathon was bombed. In social media the speculation about who was 
responsible for the bombing began immediately. Three days later the FBI released two blurry photographs of their 
suspects - Suspect 1 and Suspect 2. Within a few short hours Sunil’s name and picture blazed across social media and 
quickly caught the attention of traditional media as each fed off the other. 

The frenzy intensified and the family was forced to take down the Facebook page dedicated to finding Sunil. 
Journalists from major news outlets bombarded the family with phone calls and left messages laced with cryptic 
references to anonymous sources. Correspondents from national news outlets and broadcasters reported that Sunil 
Tripathi was a suspect in the terrorist attack. His family was threatened, accused of being terrorists and of hiding one. 
They were harassed relentlessly by the mainstream media and the accusation would impact the police investigation. 

Sunil Tripathi was implicated solely on the strength of social media speculation.

Help Us Find Sunil Tripathi is about two unrelated events that become tragically intertwined through on-line 
vigilantism and a mainstream press willing to push the boundaries of journalistic ethics in order to satisfy the constant 
demand for breaking news.  In Help Us Find Sunil Tripathi, the Tripathi family tells a story of the healing and destructive 
power of social media and director Neal Broffman offers an intimate look at the enduring love that unites a family in 
crisis.

HelpUsFindSunilTripathi.com

STORY
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

When I was based abroad for CNN International in the 90s I used to carry a laminated card in the side pocket of my 
camera cover. On the card was printed a series of news gathering guidelines sent by CNN’s president that carefully 
delineated what was and was not “staging” - creating a situation and presenting it as genuine. I was thankful to have 
the card and on more than one occasion I shared it with overly creative colleagues. My experience and intuition taught 
me that our presence in the field was already an artificial situation. To interfere with the scene further was a red line I 
was careful not to cross because the integrity of our work was sacrosanct. Twenty years later journalists have more 
outlets than ever to share their stories and more tools than ever to help them reach a global audience. Nevertheless, 
the ethics of journalism have not changed. They revolve around a simple foundation: get it right and don’t make things 
up.

On March 18th and into the early morning of the 19th far too many journalists needed a version of that laminated card 
on their desks, next to their computers, next to their telephones. By taking to Twitter and hiding behind the damning 
disclaimer that “retweets are not endorsements” many of these journalists (some from the most respected news 
outlets in the country) chose to ignore the basic precepts of their profession. In the process, and partly as a result, the 
Tripathi family was subjected to on-line attacks and threats. As a journalist I was dismayed to see just how porous the 
separation between social media and the press had become.

In March and April of 2013 the Tripathis tried desperately to find Sunil. Today, Sunil Tripathi is easy to find. His name is 
on-line, in the thousands of accusations made against him that connect him in death to an event that happened when 
he wasn’t even alive. His name is embedded in the Tweets and Retweets sent out by the journalists who trafficked in 
the misinformation. Sunil’s name is also embedded in the posts written by people who were horrified by the events of 
April 18-19. Their apologies and the photographs they sent to the family are full of love, contrition, sadness. 

When I asked the Tripathis permission to tell this story I originally wanted to set the record straight - to re-claim Sunil’s 
real story. I wanted to make sure that the rules laid out on that laminated card again held sway. But along the way my 
film about ethics and journalism became a film about the transcendent power of hope, forgiveness and community. I 
came to understand that a laminated card is worthless in a society without compassion. Ravi Tripathi said it best, “There 
are lessons to be learned in how we treat each other in a bigger society and how in a time of trauma and tragedy we 
don’t run to accuse and to threaten but we run to find the truth and to create justice.” To my journalist colleagues I say, 
please retweet that.
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SCREENINGS  

WORLD PREMIERE

Atlanta Film Festival March 25, 2015
Audience Award Feature Film

INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE

Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival  April 2015

ASIAN PREMIERE 

DMZ International Documentary Film Festival     September, 2015

FESTIVALS AND SCREENINGS

Annapolis Film Festival March 27, 29, 2015

AmDoc Palm Springs March 29, 30, 2015

Albuquerque Film & Music Experience  June 2, 2015
Opening Night Film

Brooklyn Film Festival   June 5, 7,  2015
Audience Award Documentary Feature

Bell Media Best of Hot Docs         June 15  2015
Vancouver Series

Rhode Island International Film Festival           August 8, 2015
Ambassador Award

Columbia University Scholars Program           October 7, 2015

New Orleans Film Festival             October 19 and 22, 2015

Colchester International Film Festival (UK)         October 19, 2015
Best Feature Film

Boston Asian American Film Festival          October 24, 2015

St. Louis Film International Film Festival    November 7, 2015

Denver Film Festival   November 10,11,12, 2015

Hamptons Take2 Documentary Film Festival    December 5, 2015

Festival International de Programmes Audiovisuels (France)  January 20-24 , 2016

ReFrame International Film Festival (Canada)   January 29-31 , 2015

Oxford Film Festival    February 20, 2016

Dallas South Asian Film Festival    February 20, 2016



FAMILY

Judy Tripathi Sunil’s Mother

Akhil Tripathi Sunil’s Father

Sangeeta Tripathi Sunil’s Sister

Ravi Tripathi Sunil’s Brother

Nina Taylor Sunil’s Aunt

Lisa Vargas Sunil’s Aunt

Amanda Taylor Sunil’s Cousin

SUNIL’S FRIENDS

David Blumberg Music Teacher

Alyna Khan College Friend

Mike Kim High School Friend

SOCIAL MEDIA

Erik Martin Reddit

COMMUNITY

Ben Beachy Family Friend

Chris Combs  New England Search/Rescue

Janet Cooper-Nelson  Brown University

Patricia Fortier Brown University

Shane Lloyd Brown University

Mike Wheeler  Providence Police 

JOURNALISTS

Tom Kelly Photojournalist

Alexis Madrigal The Atlantic

Mari Schaefer Philadelphia Inquirer
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CAST
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PHOTOS

Clockwise from top:

Judy and Sunil; Sangeeta 
and Ravi Tripathi on CNN; 
Social media speculation on 
Reddit; lend your hand; 
Journalists at the front door 
of the Tripathi family home 
at 3AM.
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PRODUCTION BIOS

COMPOSER
Patrick Kirst is one of Hollywood's next generation of 
film composers providing a fresh and a unique voice in 
the film music industry. He worked for Aaron Zigman on 
Mr. Magorium's Wonder Emporium, starring Dustin 
Hoffman and Natalie Portman, and Sex and the City: The 
Movie. The short film, Have You Ever Heard About 
Vukovar? was shown at the prestigious Aspen and 
Tribeca film festivals. In 2007 he joined the adjunct 
faculty at USC. He is honored to be part of the incredibly 
talented pool of faculty members and enjoys sharing his 
experience as an artist in today's highly competitive film 
music market.

GRAPHICS ANIMATION
Carlton Eden has built his career and reputation on his 
skills in the edit room and on his belief that through the 
process of story-telling the human condition can be 
better understood. In addition to working on national 
commercial campaigns from his studio in Atlanta, 
Carlton has also created significant pieces for Brawny in 
partnership with the Wounded Warrior Project and has 
worked with One Production Place on productions for 
Johnson & Johnson, Fistula Foundation and 
AmericasMart.  Carlton’s documentary work with One 
Production Place includes Help Us Find Sunil Tripathi, 
Hot Spots: Martin Parr in the American South and The 
Chattahoochee: Re-imagine Our River.

DIRECTOR
Neal Bro�man For more than twenty-five years Neal 
has been filming and documenting stories around the 
world. Neal’s decade with CNN International, while 
based in London, Rome and Moscow took him to Africa, 
Asia, Europe and the Middle East where he covered 
wars, elections, famines and upheaval in more than 
forty countries and where he solidified his credentials as 
a journalist. Working with One Production Place since its 
founding in 2001, Broffman’s work has received many 
domestic and international awards.  Hot Spots: Martin 
Parr in the American South was featured in the Arte 
Cinema Festival of Contemporary Arts in Naples, Italy in 
October 2013 and was screened in Paris at the 
prestigious Maison Européenne de la Photographie.  

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Elisa Gambino brings to bear an extraordinary 
journalistic foundation to her film productions. From the 
fall of the Berlin Wall to the Gulf War in 1990 from the 
collapse of the Soviet Union to the wars in the former 
Yugoslavia and Somalia, Elisa was there. Her work in 
Somalia was recognized with a News and Documentary 
Emmy Award. Based first in Rome and then in Moscow, 
Elisa spent 15 years chronicling world events for CNN 
International. She interviewed Nelson Mandela, Yasser 
Arafat, refugees in Bosnia, war criminals in Serbia and 
South Africans in Johannesburg celebrating their first 
free vote.  Founded in 2001, One Production Place, her 
Atlanta-based company, produces award-winning short 
films for organizations on issues related to human rights, 
public health and the arts.  

PRODUCER
Heather O’Neill  is an Emmy Award-winning journalist 
and documentary filmmaker.  With CNN Presents, CNN’s 
award-winning documentary series, Heather directed, 
produced and wrote more than 20 films and specials. 
For more than a decade, she spearheaded documentary 
projects for CNN around the world. From the melting ice 
sheet in Greenland, to conflicts across the Middle East, 
to the dangers journalists face covering the drug trade 
in Mexico. She has earned more than a dozen major 
journalism awards including a News and Documentary 
Emmy Award, the first ever News and Documentary 
Emmy President’s Award, an Edward R. Murrow Award 
and two Peabody Awards..
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PRESS COVERAGE

REVIEWS
The Globe and Mail: “…the mob mentality and reflexive racism of people on social media…”
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/film/hot-docs-2015-what-documentaries-should-you-see-at-this-years-
fest/article23733711/

Toronto Film Scene:  “…a tribute to the human spirit…”
http://thetfs.ca/2015/04/28/hot-docs-2015-review-help-us-find-sunil-tripathi/

The Mind Reels: “…a heartbreaking tale of loss and hope…”
http://themindreels.com/2015/04/29/hot-docs-2015-help-us-find-sunil-tripathi-neal-broffman/

The Desert Sun (Gannett): “...a textbook for documentary filmmaking.”
http://www.desertsun.com/story/life/entertainment/movies/2015/03/26/american-documentary-film-festival-upcom
ing-highlights/70401656/

POV: “You’ll want to hug your loved ones after seeing it”
http://povmagazine.com/articles/view/review-help-us-find-sunil-tripathi

Way Too Indie: 9 out of 10 “…a fascinating and heartbreaking piece of cinema…”
http://waytooindie.com/review/movie/help-us-find-sunil-tripathi-hot-docs/

Movie Moves Me: “…on the short list of documentary films that must be seen by everyone…”
http://moviemovesme.com/2015/04/23/hot-docs-2015-help-us-find-sunil-tripathi-2015/

Digital Journal: “This appalling case highlights the changing world of journalism and its relationship with social media.”
http://www.digitaljournal.com/a-and-e/entertainment/review-hot-docs-special-presentations-demands-your-attenti
on/article/431433

Pretty Clever Films: “Your hands will hesitate before sending that next tweet.”
http://prettycleverfilms.com/movie-reviews/documentary/hot-docs-2015-help-us-find-sunil-tripathi/#.VUeg0NpVhBe
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PRESS COVERAGE

REVIEWS (CONTINUED)
Film Army: “…one of the most amazing portraits of a family I have ever had the pleasure of viewing.”
http://www.blog.filmarmy.ca/2015/04/hot-docs-2015-help-us-find-sunil-tripathi/?hootPostID=0233cd2eb3bdd8267a9
abf02f4219e78

Scene Creek: “…a documentary that is both a testament to the love of one family and a stark warning against the 
mob mentality of social media…”
http://scenecreek.com/hot-docs/hot-docs-help-us-find-sunil-tripathi/ 

Cinema Axis: “…captures the terrifying mob mentality that the online world perpetually fosters.”
http://cinemaaxis.com/2015/04/21/hot-docs-2015-help-us-to-find-sunil-tripathi/

One Movie, Five Views: “…a remarkable film on multiple levels…”
http://onemovieourviews.com/2015/04/23/hotdocs15-first-batch-of-reviews/

COMMENTARY 
The Takeaway (WNYC, PRI):  “When an Internet Lynch Mob Finds You Are Guilty”
http://www.thetakeaway.org/story/help-us-find-sunil-tripathi-and-one-familys-search-their-son/

Scroll.In: “…weaves together two tragedies, one of a country and the other of a family."
http://scroll.in/article/714911/film-on-indian-american-boston-bomber-reveals-the-power-for-misuse-of-social-media 

The Daily Beast: "The search may have been for Tripathi, the movie suggests, but it may be we who are lost.”
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/04/19/their-dead-son-was-blamed-for-boston-bombing.html?via=deskt
op&source=twitter

NBC News: The Real Story of Sunil Tripathi, The Boston Bomber Who Wasn’t
http://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/wrongly-accused-boston-bombing-sunil-tripathys-story-now-being-
told-n373141

Hu�ngton Post “... a respectfully profound narrative rooted in love and empathy...”  
tweet.”http://www.huffingtonpost.com/brian-kil/help-us-find-sunil-tripat_b_8634612.html


